the coordinate frame with txx~r accuracy to that with high accuracy cannot guarantee a high precision of transformation.
In this paper, a combined method of similarity transformation and regr~sslve approximating is presented. The local error accumulation and distortion are taken into consideration and the precision of coordinate system is improved by using the recommended method.
Thanks to the improvement of the positioning precision of GPS, VLBI and SLR, the accuracy of the coordinate points in the new ITRF (international earth reference frame) has reached the order of centimeter. Furthermore, the precision of coordinate points is even and there is no evident error accumulation determined by the three spatial techniques. In the developing countries such as China, the conventional terrestrial geodetic network is still working for mapping, engineer programming, designing, and military application. The coordinates of the points are in general based on the Beijing-54 or Beijing-80 datum system. In order to unify different geodetic networks into the same datum system, the similarity transformation models, e. g. Bursa 
